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The Trip: North of the Maine / New Brunswick border lies Quebec's Gasp Peninsula.  Stretching out to 

the St. Lawrence Seaway, this rugged piece of Quebec is home to the Chic Choc Mountains, and some 

of the deepest snow found in eastern North America.  This winter, the Penobscot Valley Ski Club offers 

you the opportunity to tour this incredible region.  We have reserved 16 spots for the Mount Logan 

circuit.   

 

Dates:  Thursday, March 21 to Wednesday, March 27th 

Price: $425 – includes food, lodging, transportation, and a park pass.   

 

Trip Itinerary & Details: We will depart from Bangor on Monday, March 21th and head for the 

Village Grande Nature, a small resort just outside the park.  Here, we will share dinner and prepare for 

our ski adventure.  The group will ski into the park the next morning to the first hut, Le Huard.  The 

entire group will stay together in this hut that sleeps 16 people.  The next day, we will ski to La 

Chouette/La Nyctale, two side by side huts at the foot of Mt. Logan.  We will spend two nights at these 

huts from which we will ski/climb Mt. Logan.  The 5th day, we will divide into two groups.  The folks 

who wish to ski a longer distance, will ski to Le Carouge.  The other group will ski back to Le Huard.  

We will all meet up again on the 6th day at Village Grand Nature, then drive to the roadside huts where 

we will spend our final night.  Participants have the option of eating at the Jeet for their final meal of 

the trip. We will leave the next morning for home. 

 

Food & Lodging: All meals and snacks on this trip will be provided, starting with dinner on the first 

day, and ending with lunch on the final day of the trip.  Participants will be expected to help in the 

preparation of meals throughout the trip.  We will stay in rustic cabins with bunkroom style sleeping 

arrangements and wood stoves.  There will be no electricity or indoor plumbing! 

 

Equipment: Participants are required to provide skis and personal gear, including a light-weight 

sleeping bag and day pack.  Group camping equipment, including stoves and cookware will be 

provided.  A complete gear list will be provided upon registration.  A passport is required to cross the 

border into Canada. 
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Prerequisites: Previous backcountry skiing experience is strongly recommended. Participants should 

expect the trip to be moderately physically challenging, and be capable of skiing hilly, ungroomed 

terrain for at least 6 hours a day.  The distance between the huts is 10-19km.  We will utilize the Park's 

gear transport service.  This means that you will only need to carry a small pack with extra layers, food 

and water.  Everything else will be moved from hut to hut via snowmobile. 

 

Environment & Weather: The weather in the Gaspe can be highly unpredictable, especially during 

the winter months.  Snow, sleet, ice, rain, high winds, sub-zero temps, and bitter wind-chill are all 

possibilities that we face when traveling into the winter woods.  Avalanches are common in the area of 

Mines Madeleine.  Avalanche training is recommended, and the group will carry avalanche beacons 

and gear.  Only in the most extreme cases would we consider canceling the trip due to weather.  We 

will simply adapt to deal with the challenges that Mother Nature provides.  It will be important to be 

prepared and pack appropriately for the range of conditions, and we will be sure to give this due 

attention prior to leaving for the trip.   

 

Pre-trip meeting:  Prior to leaving for the trip, we will take the time to discuss proper preparation, 

including equipment, expectations, individual concerns and questions, and other final details.  We will 

be in touch with participants after registration closes to go over these items with you.   

 

Risk & Liability: It is important that you understand winter back-country travel, as with any active 

outdoor pursuit, has inherent risks.  These risks include, but are not limited to muscle sprains and 

strains, broken bones, could injuries, such as frostbite and hypothermia, fatigue, dehydration and 

exhaustion.  You will be asked to fill out a liability waiver form and medical release form prior to 

leaving for the trip. 

 

Drugs, Alcohol and Tobacco: The Penobscot Valley Ski Club has a zero-tolerance for the use of illicit 

drugs in all of our programs.  Responsible use of alcohol by those 21-years and older is permitted in 

some instances but should be discussed prior to the trip with the trip leaders.  Tobacco use is strongly 

discouraged.  If you cannot participate without tobacco use, please be aware that you will be asked not 

to smoke around the group, and will need to carry-out all trash, including filters. 

 

Trip Coordinators: This will be Dan Cassidy’s and Amy DiFrancesco’s fourth ski trip to the Gaspe’.  

If you have questions, please contact Amy: 949-8484 maineamyd@gmail.com or Dan: 

d.cassidy@myfairpoint.net   Neither Amy nor Dan are backcountry ski experts or guides, but they do 

have some medical training and backcountry ski and camping experience. 
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